
Princess V65
GBP 2'660'190 inkl. MwSt.

Hersteller

Princess Yachts
Art

neu, auf Bestellung
Jahr

2023
Zustand

neu

Länge

20.32 m
Breite

5.08 m
Tiefgang

1.47 m
Verdrängung

36100 kg
Material

Kunststoff GFK

Motor

MAN V8-1200
Motorleistung

2 x 883 kW / 1200
PS

Antriebsart

Innenbord-Antrieb
mit Welle

Treibstoff

Diesel
Brennstofftank

4100 l

Frischwassertank

873 l

Beschreibung
Auch andere Motorisierung lieferbar! Preis ab Werk Plymouth!

Herzog Marinecenter AG
Städerried 5, 6053 Alpnachstad | +41 41 672 91 91 | info@herzog.ch | http://www.herzog.ch

Preisliste Dezember 2022



£28,546.00

£17,641.00

 

☐  JOYSTICK CONTROL (Aventics)
(operates both engines, bowthruster and optional
sternthruster.  Includes upgrading of standard bowthruster
from 170KgF to 210 KgF)

☐  Variable speed bow and stern thrusters with Hold-function
docking facility
(Note: Standard bowthruster is uprated to 210 kgf and a
170 kgf sternthruster is fitted)

☐  Sternthruster (170 KgF) £13,285.00

£8,524.00

£120,328.00

 

☐  Second station controls in cockpit
 (engine controls and emergency stops, thruster controls)

STABILISATION
☐  Sleipner Vector Fin stabilisation system with VF800 fins

 with VF800 fins.  When underway fins are driven by an
engine powered hydraulic motor and at zero speed by a
generator powered electric motor
(NB Variable speed thruster(s) are recommended as fin
and thruster controls are incorporated into one control.
19 kW generator also recommended

☐  Gyro Stabilisation (Seakeeper 9) £119,046.00

HULL COLOUR
 Upper aft section of engine air intake cover, canopy buttress
above aft section of deckhouse glazing, cockpit headliner
and sliding roof cover panel finished in Graphite Grey
metallic. Forward lower section of engine air intake cover,
canopy styling blade and cockpit wetbar fascia finished in
Platinum metallic, with Graphite Grey styling line to wetbar.

☐  White Gel Coat Finish
(dark grey waterline and black antifouling, hull and bathing
platform fendering is white with stainless steel insert)

N.E.C.

inkl. 7.7% MWST - ex Plymouth

MAN 2 x V8-1200, 2 x 1200 mhp (Diesel) £2,660,190.00

MAN 2 x V12-1400, 2 x 1400 mhp (Diesel)                                                 £2,730,195.00

ENGINES & DRIVE
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☐  Canopy styling blade finished in choice of colour in place
of standard Platinum Grey metallic (specify colour choice
below)
Colour:
   ☐ ICE BLUE
   ☐ TITANIUM
   ☐ BRIGHT SILVER
   ☐ ELECTRIC BLUE
   ☐ SIGNAL RED

£2,983.00

INTERIOR FURNITURE
☐  Rovere Oak interior wood Satin finish

 (galley, dinette, saloon and helm floors are  planked
walnut as standard)

N.E.C.

☐  Alba Oak interior wood Satin finish
 (galley, dinette, saloon and helm floors are planked Light
oak as standard)

N.E.C.

☐  Walnut interior wood Satin finish
 (galley, dinette, saloon and helm floors are  planked
walnut as standard)

£4,200.00

☐  Silver Oak interior wood Satin finish
 (galley, dinette, saloon and helm floors are  planked
walnut as standard)

£18,460.00

☐  Walnut interior wood Gloss finish
 (galley, dinette, saloon and helm floors are  planked
walnut as standard)

£23,996.00

☐  Silver Oak interior wood Gloss finish
 (galley, dinette, saloon and helm floors are  planked
walnut as standard)

£23,996.00

☐  Fit planked Wenge floors in galley, dinette, saloon and
helm areas in place of standard
 

£2,693.00

 Helm console is Anthracite Grey with helm seats in Nero
Black leather with V Class Tan contrast panelling and
stitching and "V" logo embroidery to helm seat only
 

LAYOUT
☐  Aft cabin fit out (single berth with separate WC and

shower)
£21,535.00
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☐  Port cabin to have storage cupboards in place of lower
berth
 

£765.00

☐  Starboard cabin to have double berth conversion with
powered sliding mechanism on inboard berth
 

£4,566.00

 
☐  Additional berth to crew cabin £3,608.00

☐  Saloon full size dining/coffee table (in place of standard
coffee table) with twin electrically operated leg
mechanisms.
Table reduces in length by 50% when folded and has a
sliding mechanism to allow for use as a coffee table

£8,180.00

☐  Stools for use at dinette or forward saloon area (x2) (NB
Locker below companionway stairs will accommodate 2
stools)
 

£2,235.00

STYLING
 Elevate the overall styling and ambiance of your yacht with
design elements selected exclusively from the Design
Studio Collection
 

☐  ALLURE COLLECTION I (Sprayed option)
Interior styling
-V Class quilting detail to helmseats with contrast piping
and panelling

Exterior styling
-Canopy finished in Platinum metallic in addition to
standard finish detail
(Canopy side panels above forward section of deckhouse
glazing and
radar arch finished in Platinum metallic)
-Cockpit seat backrest surround finished in Platinum
metallic
-Teak step nosings upgrade (to include transom and steps
to side
deckwhen side deck option is selected)

£67,097.00
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-Exterior lighting upgrade package (includes additional
deck level lights
(11) to illuminate side deck and foredeck area and deck
level spot lights
(2) on garage door to illuminate bathing platform deck)
-Underwater lighting to transom (x4 Lumishore SMX 53
White)
-Underwater lighting to aft hull sides (x2 per side
Lumishore SMX 53
White)
-All exterior upholstery in V Class styling Comfort Exterior
III - Met Ice
with Met Sterling contrast panelling and piping
-All exterior cushions in reticulated foam (please note this
improves
cushion drainage)
-Canopy styling blade to be finished in unique Metallic
contrast: (specify colour choice below)
Colour:
   ☐ WHITE GELCOAT (AS DEFAULT)
   ☐ ICE BLUE
   ☐ TITANIUM
   ☐ BRIGHT SILVER
   ☐ ELECTRIC BLUE
   ☐ SIGNAL RED

☐  ALLURE COLLECTION II (non sprayed option)
Interior styling
-V Class quilting detail to helmseats with contrast piping
and panelling

Exterior styling
-Cockpit seat backrest surround finished in Platinum
metallic
-Teak step nosings upgrade (to include transom and steps
to side
deckwhen side deck option is selected)
-Exterior lighting upgrade package (includes additional
deck level lights
(11) to illuminate side deck and foredeck area and deck
level spot lights
(2) on garage door to illuminate bathing platform deck)
-Underwater lighting to transom (x4 Lumishore SMX 53
White)
-Underwater lighting to aft hull sides (x2 per side
Lumishore SMX 53
White)

£35,762.00
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-All exterior upholstery in V Class styling Comfort Exterior
III - Met Ice
with Met Sterling contrast panelling and piping
-All exterior cushions in reticulated foam (please note this
improves
cushion drainage)
-Canopy styling blade to be finished in a unique Metallic
contrast: (specify colour choice below)
Colour:
   ☐ WHITE GELCOAT (AS DEFAULT)
   ☐ ICE BLUE
   ☐ TITANIUM
   ☐ BRIGHT SILVER
   ☐ ELECTRIC BLUE
   ☐ SIGNAL RED

GALLEY
 Galley countertops are Solid Surface White as standard.
Cockpit bar top in teak as standard
 

 
☐  Carrera White galley countertop £835.00

 
☐  Carrera Grey galley countertop £835.00

 
☐  Grey crystal galley countertop £835.00

 
☐  Grey horizon galley countertop £835.00

 
☐  Ice Crystal galley countertop £835.00

 
☐  Koko White galley countertop £835.00

 
☐  Peakstone galley countertop £835.00

 Galley countertop in Granite or Quartz (listed below are
the choices suitable for the galley countertop)
 

☐  Verde Uba Tuba granite galley countertop £18,056.00
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☐  Super Grey granite galley countertop £18,056.00

☐  Statuario Maximus quartz galley countertop (price on
application)
 

P.O.A.

 
☐  Perso Avorio granite galley countertop £18,056.00

 
☐  Oyster quartz galley countertop £18,056.00

 
☐  Organic White quartz galley countertop £18,056.00

 
☐  Misty Carrara quartz galley countertop £18,056.00

 
☐  Clamshell quartz galley countertop £18,056.00

 
☐  Black Anubis quartz galley countertop £18,056.00

 
☐  Black Amethyst granite galley countertop £18,056.00

 
☐  Bianco Cristal granite galley countertop £18,056.00

COLOUR SCHEME
 Colour scheme can be selected from the Quartz VIII or
Milan X range of fabrics and Quartz III carpets as standard
 

☐  Additional charge for Quartz III leather upholstery in
saloon and dinette area (specify colour choice below)
 
Colour:
..............................................................................................

£5,509.00

☐  Additional charge for Platinum III leather upholstery in
saloon and dinette area (band A) (specify colour choice
below)

£12,520.00
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Colour:
..............................................................................................

☐  Additional charge for Platinum III leather upholstery in
saloon and dinette area (band B) (specify colour choice
below)
 
Colour:
..............................................................................................

£16,613.00

DECK HARDWARE
 Note: The V65 has an up/down electro hydraulic transom
platform with 550Kg SWL capacity fitted as standard.
However, if a tender is being carried in the garage (up to
3.3m)  It is recommended that the combined weight of the
garage and bathing platform loading is no greater than
500Kg when underway.
 

☐  Electro-hydraulic telescopic passerelle (3.5m) with
automatic hand rails
 

£39,747.00

 Passerelle wiring - in order to be able to use the remote
control when the main battery master switches are off, the
passerelle is wired directly to the domestic batteries via an
isolation switch on the main AC/DC panel
 

☐  Passerelle to be wired via the master switch in addition to
its own switch
 

N.E.C.

☐  Electrically operated sun awning to aft end of cockpit (grey
fabric as standard)
 

£16,893.00

 
☐  Electric stern rope handling winches (2) £5,067.00

 
☐  Teak laid side decks, foredeck and coach walkthrough £24,884.00

☐  Stainless steel Lewmar Epsilon anchor in place of standard
(40kg)
 

£1,265.00
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☐  Side boarding gates to cockpit area £10,560.00

☐  Additional 20m of 10mm anchor chain to give a total of 80
metres
 

£372.00

☐  Coffee table for foredeck seating area (with fixing point)
(Dedon Porcini side table)
 

£1,540.00

☐  Dedon Seax Folding Director's Armchair with frame in
black finish, textile finish in Sail Taupe and wooden arms
(each) (specify quantity below)
 
Quantity: .................

£3,161.00

GENERATOR
☐  ONAN 19 kW/50Hz generator in place of standard

(recommended if air conditioning is specified and has ample
reserve power for gyro or fin stabilisers as well as all boat
systems)

£4,680.00

ELECTRICAL
☐  UK 220v/240v sockets N.E.C.

☐  Continental 220v/240v sockets N.E.C.

☐  Multi sockets, in place of standard sockets (throughout
craft)
"please note that as these sockets will take various plug
types it is the customers' responsibility to ensure that the
appliance being plugged in matches the boats operating
voltage. PYL cannot be held liable for equipment damage
that results from a mismatch of voltages" (not for use in
USA or Australia)

£899.00

☐  Underwater transom lights (4 LUMISHORE SMX53
Blue/White)
 

£6,920.00

☐  Underwater lights to hull sides (4 Lumishore SMX53
Blue/white)(2 per side)
 

£6,920.00
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☐  AGM 90Ah batteries in place of standard (for start,
domestic and generator batteries)
 

£3,317.00

 
☐  Stern docking lights fitted to garage door overhang £969.00

☐  Heated towel rail in bathroom (each - specify bathroom to
be fitted)
 
☐ Master Cabin
☐ Forward Cabin
☐ Starboard Cabin

£905.00

☐  Separate washing machine and dryer located in laundry (in
place of standard washer/dryer)
 

£1,244.00

AUDIO VISUAL & COMMUNICATIONS
 STANDARD AUDIO SYSTEM
Deck Saloon - 50" LED TV on power lift mechanism with
Fusion Apollo MS-RA770 AM/FM/Bluetooth/DAB/WIFI
with external USB and Anthony Gallo speakers (surface
mounted) (4) and subwoofer.

Owners stateroom - 43" LED TV with Fusion Apollo MS-
RA770 AM/FM/Bluetooth/DAB/WIFI with external USB.
Paired with Focal speakers (4)

Cockpit - waterproof Fusion speakers (2) linked to the sa-
loon audio with a local control ERX-400

Includes 2 x Fusion ARX-70 wireless remotes in black
(supplied loose for later fitting)

£4,200.00

£4,270.00

☐  Starboard Cabin TV & Audio Package
24" LED TV with Fusion Apollo MS-RA670 with
DAB/Bluetooth and external USB. Paired with Fusion
speakers (2)

☐  Forward Cabin TV & Audio System
32" LED TV with Fusion Apollo MS-RA670 with
DAB/Bluetooth and external USB.  Paired with Fusion
speakers (2)

☐  PREMIUM AUDIO SYSTEM £9,122.00
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Incorporates:
Deck saloon - 50" LED TV on power lift mechanism with
Fusion Apollo MS-RA770 AM/FM/Bluetooth/DAB/WIFI and
external USB and 4x Anthony Gallo speakers (surface
mounted) with  subwoofer

Owners stateroom - 43" LED TV with Fusion Apollo MS-
RA770 AM/FM/Bluetooth/DAB/WIFI and external USB.
Paired with Focal speakers (4) and subwoofer

Forward Guest Cabin  - 32"  LED TV with Fusion Apollo
MS-RA670 Radio/DVD/MP3 player with DAB/Bluetooth
facility.  Paired with Fusion speakers (2)

Starboard Guest Cabin  - 24" LED TV with Fusion Apollo
MS-RA670 Radio/DVD/MP3 player with DAB/Bluetooth
facility paired with Fusion speakers (2)

Cockpit - waterproof Fusion speakers (2) linked to the
saloon audio with a local control

NAVIGATION
 Standard Navigation equipment incorporates:
Raymarine Axiom Pro12 Radar/Chartplotter with GPS & 2
x 12.1"
brilliant colour multifunction displays and with Raymarine
Magnum HD
colour radar, 4kW pedestal with 48" open array scanner.
Raymarine
p70Rs autopilot with rate gyro. In addition engine
instrumentation
(including fuel levels) is displayed on a separate 9"
multifunction display
 

☐  Two Raymarine Axiom XL16 (15.6") brilliant colour
multifunction displays  in place of standard
 

£2,402.00

☐  This craft is fitted with a Raymarine Ray 90 Dual Station
VHF - to ensure correct unit is fitted, please indicate
VHF/RT DSC registration
VHF:
   ☐ International
   ☐ USA

N.E.C
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☐  Raymarine chart plotters have embedded charts which
cover certain areas of the world, to ensure the correct
versions of plotter is fitted please indicate the area of use
Plotter:
   ☐ European version
   ☐ Rest of world
   ☐ USA version

N.E.C.

☐  Raymarine AIS Class B transponder interfaced with
chartplotters
 

£1,659.00

 NB Automatic Identification System Class B both transmits
and receives ship identification, position, course and speed
information. Also please note the AIS installation price does
not include final commissioning which must be carried out
locally once ship's name, call sign and MMSI number are
known
 

£46,123.00

£5,310.00

£37,135.00

 

AIRCONDITIONING
☐  Reverse cycle Airconditioning/heating (90,000 BTU) *

suitable for temperatures to 40°C (tropical)
With controls in all cabins and outlets in all areas
(including bathrooms)
Recommended Generator : 19 kW

☐  Aft cabin air conditioning
Condensing unit 6,000BTU supplying 6,000BTU unit (with
SMX control)

HEATING / DEMIST
☐  Eberspacher D30W boat heating

 with outlets in all forward cabins, saloon, dining area,
galley and bathrooms (Note: warm air heating cannot be
fitted if airconditioning is specified)

☐  Eberspacher Demist System D5W Hydronic (5 kW) £7,442.00

☐  Windscreen demist system using warm air heater powered
from calorifier
 

£2,488.00

 

MOSQUITO SCREENS
☐  Mosquito screens for all opening portlights £878.00
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N.E.C.
EXTERIOR UPHOLSTERY / CANVAS / COVERS
☐  Cockpit and foredeck base cushions with no contrast,

Cockpit sunbeds with
contrast panel to headrest and piping top of the base
cushions, and Foredeck sunbeds with contrast panels and
piping to base cushions only in Comfort Exterior III Met,
with Met, Vogue or Hitch contrast
Main Colour:
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET
   ☐ MET MACADAMIA
   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
Contrast:
   ☐ NONE
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET
   ☐ MET MACADAMIA
   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET
   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
   ☐ HITCH ALLOY
   ☐ HITCH AVALANCHE

☐  Cockpit and foredeck base cushions with no contrast,
Cockpit sunbeds with
contrast panel to headrest and piping top of the base
cushions, and Foredeck sunbeds with contrast panels and
piping to base cushions only in Comfort Exterior III Vogue,
with Met, Vogue or Hitch contrast

£479.00
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Main Colour:
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET
   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
Contrast Colour:
   ☐ NONE
   ☐ MET ICE
   ☐ MET JET
   ☐ MET MACADAMIA
   ☐ MET METEOR
   ☐ MET PLATA
   ☐ MET STERLING
   ☐ MET STORM
   ☐ MET TAUPE
   ☐ VOGUE CLOUD
   ☐ VOGUE EARTH
   ☐ VOGUE EUCALYPTUS
   ☐ VOGUE GARNET
   ☐ VOGUE NICKEL
   ☐ VOGUE NUGGET
   ☐ VOGUE SKY
   ☐ VOGUE SPACE
   ☐ VOGUE STONE
   ☐ VOGUE WATER
   ☐ HITCH ALLOY
   ☐ HITCH AVALANCHE

☐  Fit reticulated foam to all standard exterior cockpit
seating/sunpads in place of standard
 

£4,459.00

☐  Foredeck sun awning with carbon poles (NB:- optional aft
sun awning in grey)
 

£15,272.00

☐  Exterior covers (specify colour choice below)
Colour:
   ☐ GREY
   ☐ DARK BLUE

N.E.C.
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☐  White mesh windscreen covers in place of standard black N.E.C.

ACCESSORIES
 8 place setting of China, Cutlery and Glasses are supplied
as standard, additional place settings are available as follows
:
 

☐  Princess China (5 piece consisting of plate, side plate,
bowl, cup and saucer) - 1 place setting (specify quantity
below)
Quantity: .................

£162.00

☐  Princess Glasses (1 wine, 1 tumbler) - (specify quantity
below)

£92.00

☐  David Mellor 'Paris' Cutlery (7 pieces) - price per setting
(specify quantity below)

£188.00

☐  Fender socks with Princess Logo (each) (specify quantity
and colour choice below)
Quantity: .................
Colour:
   ☐ GREY
   ☐ DARK BLUE

£59.00

SIGNWRITING
☐  Signwriting details (applied in black vinyl finish) (complete

information below)
NAME:
..............................................................................................
PORT:
..............................................................................................
COLOUR:
..............................................................................................
STYLE:
..............................................................................................

£339.00

MANUALS
☐  The Princess Owner's Manual will be supplied in the

English language unless otherwise requested
N.E.C.

☐  Princess Owner's Manual to be supplied in the French
language

N.E.C.
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☐  Princess Owner's Manual to be supplied in the German
language

N.E.C.

☐  Princess Owner's Manual to be supplied in the Italian
language

N.E.C.

☐  Princess Owner's Manual to be supplied in the Spanish
language

N.E.C.

SPARES
☐  1Kg Hull/Superstructure gelcoat (specify quantity below)

 
Quantity: .................

£65.00

☐  Additional fenders with ropes (28" x 9") each (specify
quantity below)
 

£108.00

 

Quantity: .................

☐  Spare pair of Veem propellers £28,643.00

 
☐  Spare propeller shaft including propeller nut £3,969.00

☐  Spare set of anodes (hull, trim tab, hydraulic platform and
swim ladder)
 

£215.00

SHIPPING
☐  Inspection & Shipping Preparation

*Includes Shore leads & adapters along with transom vinyl
name

£8,659.00

☐  Preparation for Local Handover
*Includes customer jackets, prep of external tables,
regional charts & ensign

£11,949.00

☐  Shipyard Handover
*Includes safety kit, customer technical handover &
seatrial, champagne & shipyard tour

£26,930.00

 * Full details in September 2022 Distributor Bulletin ref.
Inspections & preparation for handover
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 Only allowed if previously agreed.  Distributor or Princess
Yachts Limited approved delivery skipper to collect.  Owner
MAY NOT collect - Distributor must carry out pre-delivery
inspection before handover to owner, irrespective of
whether craft leaves Plymouth by road or sea.

NOTE:  PRINCESS YACHTS LIMITED LIABILITY FOR
INSURANCE OF CRAFT CEASES FROM THE
MOMENT THE DELIVERY SKIPPER OR
DISTRIBUTOR GOES ABOARD THE CRAFT
 

 
☐  Fill craft with fuel (4,100 litres) £6,624.00

 
☐  Supply 5 litre container of engine oil £86.00

 
☐  Compass adjuster to swing compass £533.00

☐  Ecoworks for Princess
 - complete boat, sustainable cleaning solution. Including all
concentrated products, washdown, engine, rib, teak deck,
bilge, glass, all surface, laundry, fabric, washroom & heads
cleaners, sanitiser, fog buster, wood & wax varnish,
washing-up liquid, trigger spray bottles (x4) and  jute
storage bag.

£415.00

Authorised Signatory …………………………………….. Date …………………………..
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☐  Sea Commissioning Charges £27,909.00



Princess V65 Yard No: ..............................

I N TE R I O R  CO LO UR  S CHE M E
C A R P E T
Carpet to lower accommodation and stairway
(flooring to galley, saloon and helm is timber as
standard)
S A L O O N

Blinds Gold Bullion venetian blinds are fitted as
standard

Upholstery

D I N I N G  A R E A

Upholstery

Optional stools

Patio door blinds Oceanair Skysol Classic Chintz Topar Plus
418-020 are standard

O W N E R ’ S  S T A T E R O O M

Blinds Satin Onyx (Dark Grey) venetian blinds are
fitted as standard

Bedding*
Please specify: Fitted Bedcover / Plain Blanket /
Quilted Blanket

Headboard

Sofa

F O R W A R D  C A B I N

Blinds Satin Onyx (Dark Grey) venetian blinds are
fitted as standard

Bedding*
Please specify: Fitted Bedcover / Plain Blanket /
Quilted Blanket

Headboard

P O R T  C A B I N

Blinds Satin Onyx (Dark Grey) venetian blinds are
fitted as standard

Bedding*
Please specify: Fitted Bedcover / Plain Blanket /
Quilted Blanket
S T A R B O A R D  C A B I N

Blinds Satin Onyx (Dark Grey) venetian blinds are
fitted as standard

Bedding*
Please specify: Fitted Bedcover / Plain Blanket /
Quilted Blanket

Headboard

B A T H R O O M S

Blinds Satin Onyx (Dark Grey) venetian blinds are
fitted as standard



Princess V65 Yard No: ..............................

*Please indicate style of bedding required: A fitted bedcover is standard; Plain blankets have no Dacron filling (just lined
blanket) and include bed linen; Quilted blankets (with Dacron filling) will be square quilted unless otherwise stated and
include bed linen. Additional charges may apply when blankets are specified

An Interior Styling Guide is available for guidance when completing this form. Princess Design Studio Colour
Schemes and Cushion Styling Packages are available to choose from as required. These can be accessed via
the Princess online portal.
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